SBC Helix Edaphos
AUXILIARY SOIL & PLANT SUBSTANCE
NON-PLANT FOOD INGREDIENTS

2.5% ....... Humic Acid Derived from Humic Shale Ore

GENERAL INFORMATION: WHEN HELIX EDAPHOS IS APPLIED AT RECOMMENDED RATES TO THE SOIL, HELIX EDAPHOS MAY AID IN THE UPTAKE OF MICRONUTRIENTS.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: SBC HELIX EDAPHOS IS MOST EFFECTIVELY APPLIED THROUGH IRRIGATION WATER. SBC HELIX EDAPHOS CAN BE EFFECTIVELY APPLIED THROUGH ANY IRRIGATION SYSTEM, INCLUDING DRIP, MICRO-SPRINKLER, SPRINKLER, CENTER PIVOT, FURROW AND FLOOD. SBC HELIX EDAPHOS CAN ALSO BE SPRAYED DIRECTLY ON THE SOIL SURFACE PRECEDING IRRIGATION. SBC HELIX EDAPHOS PH IS 8.0 AND THEREFORE MAY BE SENSITIVE TO LOW PH INTERACTIONS. CONTACT SBC REPRESENTATIVE WITH QUESTIONS.

MIX OR AGITATE BEFORE APPLYING PRODUCT

GENERAL SOIL RATES: APPLY .5 TO 5 GALLONS OF HELIX EDAPHOS PER ACRE PER APPLICATION. RATES AND APPLICATION TIMING VARIES FOR SPECIFIC CROPS AND SOIL CONDITIONS. CONTACT SOIL BASICS FOR SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS.

PRECAUTIONS: CAUTION - DO NOT INGEST. WASH HANDS AFTER USING PRODUCT. IF SWALLOWED: CALL A POISON CONTROL CENTER OR DOCTOR FOR TREATMENT ADVICE. IF IN EYES: HOLD EYE OPEN AND RINSE SLOWLY AND GENTLY WITH WATER. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: TAKE OFF CONTAMINATED CLOTHING. RINSE SKIN IMMEDIATELY WITH PLENTY OF WATER.

NOTICE TO BUYER: SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, CONCERNING THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT OTHER THAN AS INDICATED ON THIS LABEL. BUYER ASSUMES ALL RISKS OF HANDLING THIS MATERIAL WHEN SUCH USE AND/OR HANDLING ARE CONTRARY TO LABEL INSTRUCTIONS.

_______Gallons / _______Liters/_______Bulk

Manufactured by:
SOIL BASICS CORPORATION

SOIL BASICS CORPORATION - www.soilbasics.com
P.O. Box 2609 - Visalia, CA 93279 • 17014 Avenue 296 - Visalia, CA 93292 • 559.651.2772 • FAX 559.651.2780